Be Fun!
Be Happy!

1. future business development
○Online gaming business
A business plan is under construction with the aim of
launching next spring.
○Merchandise business
We plan to resume sales of products that are currently
suspended from new sales in November 2022.
We are also developing new products, aiming to release
them next spring.

○NFT business
Scheduled for release in late November 2022.
We have acquired about 100,000 followers on SNS in
advance, and we plan to expand further for next spring.

2. Swap to BGC
BGS → BGC swap has started from April 2022.
Regarding the current exchange, it will be a swap only with
BGC (HMC).
After listing BGC (ERC20) on major exchanges in the future,
we plan to swap it after the circulation volume increases.
For those who have BGS without swapping to BGC until then,
we will be able to swap to ERC20 at the time of BGC swap.

3. BGC (HMC)
In addition to listing to Meta Earth Ex, we also offer a Staking
Service at Hammer Wallet
(https://walletpro.hammermining.com).
We have 3 types of Staking Service, so please use them.

4. BGC (ERC20)
○Bit Global (formerly Bithumb Global): Listing in December 2020

Bit Global is an innovative trading platform. Bit Global provides a
series of services such as digital currency trading, digital asset
issuance, blockchain project hatching, decentralized finance, etc. to
meet the different demands of customers all over the world based
on abundant resources and technology. As a financial institution
premised on compliance, Bit Global has financial entities in more
than a dozen countries and regions such as the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, Japan and Hong Kong, and will gradually open
regional decentralized exchanges in the future. Bit Global gives our
customers a safe, impartial, open and efficient trading experience
with the support of ordering and liquidity sharing technology.
Beyond the technical side, Bit Global is more focused on
discovering superior assets and innovating business models,
growing with our customers and working hand in hand to create the
future.

○Klickl (formerly IDCM): Listing in May 2022

Klickl is one of the most longstanding cryptocurrency trading
platform started in 2017 and founder of the concept of
'alliance exchange'. Provides services such as fiat and crypto
trading, alliance exchange partnerships, bridge market,
derivative trading and contract trading, project incubation, and
STO/IEO fundraising management. It is licensed by Australian
AUSTRAC, Philippines BSP, Canadian MSB and more. Klickl
Alliance exchanges are located all over the world: Singapore,
South Korea, Vietnam, the Philippine's, United Arab Emirates,
Estonia, Japan, and Taiwan, and there are plans to bring many
more in the future.

○Lbank: Listing in June 2022

LBank Exchange, founded in 2015, is an innovative global
trading platform for various crypto assets. LBank Exchange
provides its users with safe crypto trading, specialized
financial derivatives, and professional asset management
services. It has become one of the most popular and trusted
crypto trading platforms with over 7 million users from now
more than 210 regions around the world.
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